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1. This scientist worked with benzene derivatives in the laboratory of Emil Erlenmeyer. After this scientist demonstrated the
halodecarboxylation of aliphatic carboxylic acids, Heinz Hunsdiecker and his wife developed it into a method named for
themselves and this scientist. This scientist’s investigations with both valerian and oenanth (*) aldehydes largely contributed to
his most important discovery. This scientist, one of the first to demonstrate nucleophilic substitution, may be better known for
discovering the aldol reaction independently from Charles-Adolphe Wurtz. For 10 points, name this Russian chemist who may be
better known for his career as a composer, during which he composed In the Steppes of Central Asia.
ANSWER: Alexander Porfiryevich Borodin <Chemistry> <afa>

2. A body of water in the background of a painting by this artist is partly blocked by a hill on the left with a bare sapling at its
base. Rudolf von Alt, whom this artist called his greatest teacher, may have influenced his paintings of architecture and
landscapes. This artist of Tree at a Track painted white flowers to the left of Mary with the background of a golden sky in his
painting Mary with the Holy Child Jesus Christ. His paintings held at the (*) Army Center of Military History in Washington, D.C.
include The Courtyard of the Old Residency in Munich. The International Museum of World War II holds one of the most extensive
collections of this artist’s works. For 10 points, name this German artist who painted works like Vienna State Opera House before
becoming the leader of the Nazi Party.
ANSWER: Adolf Hitler <Visual Fine Arts> <vfa>

3. Elizabeth Shoumatoff created an unfinished portrait of one member of this family before his death later that day. Later, she
replicated that portrait largely from memory in order to finish it. A portrait of a different member of this family was
supposedly created during a half an hour lunch break due to its subject’s busy schedule. The pose for that portrait was
supposedly found because the subject turned around at a (*) stair post and yelled “Don’t I!” during a conversation with the artist
about where to set the painting. That portrait of a member of this family was created to replace one by Théobald Chartran nicknamed
the “mewling cat.” John Singer Sargent painted a famous portrait of one member of, for 10 points, what American political family that
fostered presidents such as Franklin Delano and Theodore.
ANSWER: the Roosevelt family [accept Theodore “Teddy” Roosevelt, Franklin Delano Roosevelt] <American History> <vfa>

4. This playwright used a stream of consciousness style for a play entitled The Four Little Girls. He used a similar style for a
play featuring characters like Big Foot and Tart with nonsensical stage directions like “the transparent doors light up and the
dancing shadows of five monkeys eating carrots appear.” That play, described as “surrealistic” and “simply weird” is entitled
(*) Desire Caught by the Tail. A translation of some of this playwright’s poetic works are compiled in a collection entitled The Burial
of the Count of Orgaz and are paired with sketches. This playwright created a set of two sheets of prints accompanied by prose in a
work satirizing the claims of Francisco Franco. For 10 points, name this Spanish playwright whose set of sketches The Dream and Lie
of Franco serve as a prefigure to his most famous political painting, Guernica.
ANSWER: Pablo Ruiz y Picasso <Drama> <vfa>

5. Houston Stewart Chamberlain, who married this philosopher’s daughter, was called the “Champion of [this
philosopher]-ism,” a concept that titles a 2020 book by Alex Ross. This philosopher had a falling out with another after
discussing his idea for a work titled Parsifal that would advance Christian themes. The second section of this philosopher’s
long essay (*) “The Artwork of the Future” describes his beliefs in the finiteness of science. This philosopher outlined his concept of
the “total work of art” in that same work. This philosopher attacked Giacomo Meyerbeer, Felix Mendelssohn, and Jewish people in
general in his essay “Jewishness in Music.” For 10 points, name this German philosopher who wrote “Art and Revolution” and
composed the Ring Cycle.
ANSWER: Wilhelm Richard Wagner <Philosophy> <ofa>
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6. Two answers required.
A cruiser named the Varyag in a war between these two countries inspired the name of a song created for it about the Battle of
Chemulpo Bay. That battle was also commemorated in a German song by Rudolf Greintz, referencing that same war in which
the Battle of Khalkhin Gol was fought. A composer from one of these countries created his satirical opera The (*) Golden
Cockerel as a response to a war with the other country. Words written by Stepan Petrov were added to Ilya Shatrov’s waltz On the
Hills of Manchuria, which was composed to commemorate a conflict between these two countries. For 10 points, name these two
countries who fought a war partly over influence in Korea ended by the Treaty of Portsmouth.
ANSWER: Russian Empire and Japan [accept in either order; accept Russo-Japanese War; accept Nihon or Nippon for “Japan”;
accept USSR or Soviet Union for “Russia”] <World History> <afa>

7. Carolyn Abbate was described by the Harvard Gazette as “one of the world’s most accomplished and admired [members of
this field of study].” Philosophers like Pythagoras and Aristotle may have furthered the development of the “systematic” form
of this field, which involves the general study of its subject. It’s not composing, but two members of this field created a set of
compositions whose first two pieces were for (*) Joseph Szigeti and Zoltán Székely, respectively. Those Hungarian composers, Béla
Bartók and Zoltán Kodály, practiced the “ethno-” variety of this field of study to gather folk tunes for various pieces. For 10 points,
name this field that also encompasses music history and music theory, simply defined as the study of music.
ANSWER: musicology [accept music historians first line, prompt after; accept ethnomusicology] <Social Science> <afa>

8. A one-act opera by this composer had an English translation entitled The Cunning Man created by Charles Burney that
premiered in London. That opera was also the subject of a Mozart parody entitled Bastien und Bastienne. That opera, the only
one by this composer, centers on a series of deceit by the couple Colin and Colette, who both suspect the other of
unfaithfulness. King (*) Louis XV gave this composer a life pension for that opera, and some of this composer’s ideologies were
outlined in a set of non-Augustinian Confessions. For 10 points, name this composer of Le devin du village, or The Village Soothsayer,
who also wrote philosophical works like The Social Contract.
ANSWER: Jean-Jacques Rousseau <Other Fine Arts> <ofa>

9. This author opened a poem with the line “Aloft all hands, strike the top-masts and belay;” in reference to a dreary scene of
chained people. This poet described that same scene with the line “The dead and dying - ne’er heed their chains.” The line
“Yon angry setting sun and fierce-edged clouds” was featured in that poem by this author, which ends with the question (*)
“Where is thy market now?” Besides writing “Fallacies of Hope,” this author was inspired by a James Thomson poem to depict a
throng of people in his work The Fountain of Indolence. For 10 points, name this author who also had a painting career, for which he
created works like The Slave Ship and Rain, Steam & Speed.
ANSWER: Joseph Mallord William Turner <Non-Epic Poetry> <vfa>

10. A movie about one member of this group makes use of the second movement of Salieri’s Piano Concerto in C major when a
man plays it while visiting the title character. The aria “Casta Diva” from Bellini’s Norma is featured in a 2015 movie about
this group as one of its members attempts to calm down. In a movie about this group, Schubert’s “Rosamunde” String Quartet
was textured as a full orchestra piece by (*) Alan Silvestri during an increase in the movie’s action perpetrated by Tom Hiddleston’s
character. The main theme of this group’s movies opens with repeated E’s on cello that rise to an F, then a G, before a C, D phrase
precedes the entry of the rest of the strings. For 10 points, name this superhero group featuring Captain America and Black Widow.
ANSWER: The Avengers [or Marvel’s Avengers; accept Avengers: Age of Ultron; prompt on Iron Man, as that is the movie
referenced in the first line] <Pop Culture> <afa>
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11. In a Raymond Scott piece titled for an animal from this phylum, the piano opens with four note rising arpeggios in A-flat
major. Louis Armstrong and Earl Hines collaborated on a piece named for a “Weather [animal from this phylum].” A
musician with a nickname based on an animal from this phylum was inspired to create one of his pieces by the chords in (*)
Ray Noble’s “Cherokee.” The nickname of Charlie Parker, as well as songs by him like “Ornithology,” refer to an animal included in
this phylum. For 10 points, name this animal phylum that includes birds and humans, characterized by possessing notochords and
containing all vertebrates.
ANSWER: chordata [or chordates, anti-prompt on Aves] <Biology> <ofa>

12. At the right side of a painting depicting this battle, a bright red horse is shown kicking its hind legs up toward the viewer.
Francesco Piccinino led the troops of Siena during this battle, one depiction of which sees the winning general unhorse
Bernardino della Carda. Another depiction of this battle sees a group of knights holding up their weapons in preparation for
the title (*) Counterattack of Michelotto da Cotignola. The general Niccolo da Tolentino can be seen riding a white horse near the
center of one of the three canvases depicting this battle. For 10 points, name this battle fought 30 miles outside of Florence in 1432
that was depicted in a set of three paintings by Paolo Uccello.
ANSWER: The Battle of San Romano <European History> <vfa>

13. Antoine Plante serves as the artistic director for an orchestra in Houston named for one of these objects. The solo French
horn plays the notes [read slowly] “long F, up to G, up to A-flat, up to B-flat” before the flutes and oboes enter in a piece named
for another of these objects. Climactic moments in a piece depicting one of these objects are marked with (*) tubular bells, the
only percussion instrument featured in that movement. That movement is the fifth in a suite that opens with a movement featuring col
legno strings in 5/4 time to depict one of these objects subtitled “the Bringer of War.” For 10 points, name these astronomical objects
depicted in a Gustav Holst suite with movements like “Mars” and “Venus.”
ANSWER: planets [anti-prompt on specific examples] <Other Science> <afa>

14. Although it wasn’t discovered until recently, this author wrote a novel at the start of her career centering on a character
named Smelty John. John is the only person capable of seeing the beauty of the title object of that novel, An Invisible Flower.
This author also created a conceptual art book with phrases such as “Keep coughing a year” and “Imagine the clouds
dripping” to outline some of the pieces. She also included a (*) “touch poem” that reads only “touch each other” in that same book.
That book is entitled Grapefruit. For 10 points, name this author who sat in front of a pair of scissors to allow the audience to obtain
the title object in her performance art work entitled The Cut Piece.
ANSWER: Yoko Ono <Long Fiction> <ofa>

15. Three riddles are proposed to one character by The Wanderer, another character’s disguise, in an opera named for this
figure. This figure kisses a woman he finds sleeping on a rock to wake her up before they both hail “light-bringing love, and
laughing death.” The horn notes [read slowly] “F, up to C, down to short A, followed by the rising triplet F, G, A” open a (*)
leitmotif named for this character. Since this figure is “he who does not know fear,” he has to reforge the sword Nothung without the
help of Mime, the smith who raised him. An opera named for this character’s death eventually evolved into Götterdämmerung, the
final opera of the series in which he appears, in which his lover self-immolates. For 10 points, name this Norse mythological figure
who pulled the sword Gram from a tree.
ANSWER: Siegfried <Mythology> <ofa>

16. A musician with this last name who nicknamed his violin “Lina” supposedly had an interviewer listen to Bach’s “Sheep
May Safely Graze” during a visit. That musician’s mother, Pauline, taught him to play violin and he said he would have been a
musician had he not found science. A musicologist with this last name wrote a famous (*) biography of the composer of the opera
Zaide. A musician with this last name found the violin sonatas of that same composer at age 13. That musician stated that “the greatest
scientists are artists as well,” which may be why he was able to accomplish feats such as working with Podolsky and Rosen to develop
a namesake paradox. For 10 points, name this surname of a musicologist who authored Mozart: His Character, His Work and a
scientist who developed the theories of general and special relativity.
ANSWER: Einstein [accept Albert Einstein, Alfred Einstein] <Physics> <afa>
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17. Michael Connelly’s short story titled for this painting follows Harry Bosch and is featured in the collection In Sunlight or
In Shadow, which features short stories based on paintings by the same artist. Lawrence Block created that set of short stories,
which also includes Stephen King’s The Music Room, inspired by the artist’s painting Room in New York. This painting was
itself inspired by a (*) Hemingway short story, believed to be either “The Killers” or “A Clean, Well-Lighted Place.” The artist’s
wife, Josephine, wrote a set of notes about this painting that gives a possible explanation for its title relating to the nose of one of the
figures depicted in it. For 10 points, name this painting by Edward Hopper that depicts a diner under a 5-cent Phillies Cigars
advertisement.
ANSWER: Nighthawks <Short Fiction> <vfa>

18. A documentary about this church was produced by Alan Klingenstein and directed by Jeff Swimmer in 1996. The patron
saint of this church is often depicted holding an instrument with a plant in it and a scroll reading “Let us sing all songs to
God.” That man became religious after surviving addictions to alcohol and heroin, after which he was immortalized by his
worshippers. This church holds five hour (*) jam sessions every Sunday in place of sermons. This church that hosts a food pantry
and provides clothing to the homeless also has a radio show in San Francisco, where it was founded, that plays music such as the song
Naima. For 10 points, name this church whose patron saint is the saxophonist behind albums like A Love Supreme and Giant Steps.
ANSWER: St. John William Coltrane African Orthodox Church [or Church of St. Coltrane; prompt on African Orthodox Church
alone] <Religion> <ofa>

19. A standing limestone sculpture discovered by James Simon depicts this figure with their left leg slightly in front of the
right. That sculpture has a hole in the front of a fitted hood where the uraeus would have been fastened. The Hungarian artists
Little Warsaw created a bronze companion piece for an installation of a work depicting this woman exhibited at the (*) 2003
Venice Biennale. A work depicting this woman discovered by Ludwig Borchardt is held in a special room at the Neues Museum. That
famous bust of this woman is missing its left quartz eye and was created by the sculptor Thutmose. For 10 points, name this Egyptian
queen who was married to Akhenaten.
ANSWER: Nefertiti <Ancient History> <vfa>

20. A document created during this conflict called one side a “temperate society” that was still waiting for a Messiah. A
manifesto created by an unknown author during this European conflict initially received only four signatures. One of the main
conflicts in this war led a leading proponent of one side to develop the Tondichtung in reference to the phrase (*) “New wine
requires new bottles.” This war consisted mostly of battles between the Neudeutsche Schule and the conservatives, and was mostly
played out through concerts and compositions. For 10 points, name this late 19th century war, whose main participants were
composers from the namesake period like Johannes Brahms and Franz Liszt.
ANSWER: War of the Romantics <Auditory Fine Arts> <afa>


